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Today’s Date – May 15, 2011
Dear Family,

Greetings! We’re coming upon the summer months and the end of the school year.  This often can mean a 
change in routine and the adoption of other activities and programs in your child’s daily schedule. While 
summer is a wonderful time of year to relax and try new things, it’s important for your child to maintain a 
balance of structured and unstructured time.  It’s advisable to keep some consistency in your child’s 
activity schedule so that the transition back at the end of the summer is not jarring or difficult.

As a Child Development Expert, I’ve been asked about whether a child should or shouldn’t “take a break” 
from [name your activity] during the summer.  Obviously, there’s no one answer since no child is the same.  
However, in my experience, maintaining at least 1-2 classes per week during the summer helps a child to 
feel a sense of accomplishment and stability.  At the same time, they’re able to strengthen their character 
and keep their commitment to learning alive.  This helps them to be classroom-ready when school resumes.

Children get very uneasy if they feel that they’re missing something or that someone is advancing ahead 
when they are “on a break.”  This can negatively impact children’s confidence levels and make them feel 
reluctant to rejoin once the break is over.  

Of course, if a week long vacation is planned, a prepared parent can side step any negative ramifications by 
having their children take an extra class before leaving or an extra class when they return.  Frontloading 
classes (without overwhelming) can ease the feeling that they are “falling behind” or someone else is 
“getting ahead.”  In addition, getting a tutor, such as a more advanced student or a willing instructor, can 
help a child to stay on the path to success when a vacation is planned.

Sometimes children become intrigued by what their other friends are doing, playing, or saying while your 
children are participating in their [name your activity] class.  This can be difficult for children because 
again, they don’t want to miss anything.  It’s important to prepare your children for these feelings by 
talking openly about priorities, effort, commitment, and time.  Helping your children make good well-
thought-out choices that strengthen character will be much better in the long run than if they make poor 
decisions based on short-lived temptations and whims. Remind your children that they only have the 
opportunity to enjoy [name of your activity] a few times per week for just a few hours (or less).  They have 
the opportunity to spend time with friends during the many other hours available in the week.

Parents, too, need some time off.  You deserve it! We certainly appreciate your devotion to your children’s 
physical and mental development.  Please know that we have your children’s best interest in mind.  It’s in 
that spirit that we ask you to help your children keep their commitment to [name of your activity] 
throughout the summer and assist them in frontloading or making up classes if a vacation is anticipated.  
We’re dedicated to your children’s advancement in both curriculum and character.  

We sincerely appreciate being your partners in success.

Warm regards,

Dr. Robyn Silverman and your dedicated loyal [name of activity] instructors
Founder / Creator of the Powerful Words Character Development System


